In this paper, we propose the computational model of plasma collision frequency based on the plasma particle component. The computational model of collision between electrons and neutral particles is validated through the parallel panel collision frequency experiment in which the electrons are simulated by the laser. The electromagnetic wave propagation experiment in plasma under the high temperature shock wave tube environment proves the effectiveness of plasma collision frequency model. Results from comparison between simulation and experiment indicate that the proposed method is able to provide comprehensive description of multi-component plasma collision phenomenon and high accuracy in the collision frequency computation among electrons, ions and neutral particles. The research achievement is helpful applied to evaluate the effect of plasma collision absorption.
Introduction
Many efforts are put on the research about electromagnetic energy absorption of plasmas [1] - [7] . Collision absorption is one of the representative mechanism in plasma electromagnetic absorption. The plasma collision frequency is the critical parameter that describes the performance of energy absorption. Collision frequency is determined by various factors including the plasma generation and component combination. The accuracy of collision frequency evaluation has great influence on the electromagnetic energy absorption performance evaluation. Therefore, the model of plasma collision frequency and the corresponding validation experimental scheme is fundamental to plasma collision absorption research.
In this paper, we propose the computational model of collision frequency corresponding to electrons versus ions, electrons versus neutral particles and the total collision frequency. The model is validated through the parallel panel experiment of electron and neutral particle collision frequency stimulated by the laser. The total collision frequency model is proved to be effective through the electromagnetic wave propagation experiment in plasma under high temperature shock wave tube environment. Results compared indicate that the proposed model is suitable for the collision frequency computation in plasma collision absorption research.
Computational Model of Low Energy Plasma Collision Frequency
Plasma is a kind of quasi-neutral gas which is composed of electrons, ions and neutral particles [8] . Volume 5, Number 2, April 2015
Plasma component determines the component of ions and neutral particles. As for the computational model, plasma's collision frequency contains the collision of electrons versus ions, electrons versus electrons, electrons versus neutral particles, ions versus ions and ions versus neutral particles [9] . Collisions of electrons versus electrons, ions versus ions satisfy the law of momentum conservation, the collision absorption of electromagnetic wave is not influenced by plasma's collision model. Due to the fact that ion's mass is much larger than that of electron, the collision frequency of ion versus electron is usually three orders of magnitude less than that of ions versus neutral particles, the former one is usually neglected. The main contribution of electromagnetic wave collision absorption comes from the collision of electrons versus ions, electrons versus neutral particles, which are also the major concern in the computational model.
Collision between Electrons and Ions
Coulomb model is usually applied in the calculation of electrons versus ions collision frequency. The mathematical formula is [4] , [8] 
where KTi and vKTe are the temperature of ion and electron, Ni and Ne are the ion and electron density. According to the above formulas, the collision frequency of electron versus ion could be calculated with the density and temperature of electron and ion respectively.
Collision of Electrons versus Neutral Particles
The collision frequency of electrons versus neutral particles is related to the category of neutral particle's component, and the collision cross section under various electron temperatures. The collision frequency ven could be formulated as [8] :
where  is the collision cross section of electrons versus neutral particles collision, v is the electron moving velocity, Nn is the neutral particle number density,    is the effective velocity collision where Ni and Z are the number density of ions and charge number; me,e and Te are the mass, electric charge and the temperature of the electron; lnΛ is the coulomb logarithm, given by: Volume 5, Number 2, April 2015 coefficient, whose calculation formula is [8] :
where  is the electron moving velocity, () f  is the distribution function of electron velocity. The electron velocity usually follows the Maxwell distribution for thermal equilibrium plasma. For the isotropic plasma, one dimensional Maxwell distribution is usually taken. () f  is calculated as [8] :
where A is the constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and it is equal to 1.38×10 -23 J/K, and Te is the electron temperature, A is calculated by:
Total Collision Frequency of Plasma
For elastic collision, the total collision frequency of electrons, ions and n types of neutral particles is the linear combination of coulomb collision by electrons versus ions and the elastic collision of electrons versus neutral particles, which is calculated as:
Based on the model of total collision frequency, it is clear that the total collision frequency is available with known plasma component type, the temperature and density of electrons and ions, in addition to the component neutral particle density.
Validation Experiment of Collision Frequency Computation Model
The collision frequency computation model in part 2 is widely suitable for plasma with various types of neutral particles, charged electrons and other particles. The accuracy of collision frequency calculation has great influence on the reliability of plasma's electromagnetic wave collision absorption effect analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the proposed model through various ground experiments. In this paper, the calculation model of collision frequency is validated by two kinds of experiments: 1) The first one is the parallel panel experiment which uses the collision of laser stimulated electrons and neutral particles to validate the calculation model of collision between electrons and various neutral particles.
2) The second one is the high temperature shock wave tube experiment which validates the plasma total If there are many kinds of neutral particle components, suppose the kind number is n, and the collision frequency of electrons and neutral particles is calculated by: Volume 5, Number 2, April 2015 collision frequency calculation model.
Laser Stimulated Electron and Neutral Particle Collision Parallel Panel Experiment

Experiment device and test program [9]
Fig. 1. The basic composition of experiment device.
As in Fig.1 , there are two parallel electrode panels with specified voltage(10~1000V) in the sample pool filled with the gas that will be testified. The impulse laser incidence window is on the flank of the sample tool. The neutral gas is injected through the valve system. The generated laser pulse ionizes the neutral gas in the sample pool so that the ionized electrons shifted from the middle of the panels to the positive panel under the applied electric field. Electrons shifting process results in the collision with neutral particles. The electron shifting velocity could be calculated by measuring the time which electrons arrive at the positive panel. The collision frequency between electrons and various component neutral particles is calculated through the temperature and pressure of the sample pool. The data processing detail is as follows:
1) The electron's macroscopic shifting velocity d  is calculated by directly measuring the electron's arrival time tm on the positive panel:
where e d is the spacing of the electrode panels.
2) Calculate the elastic collision cross section 0  of electrons and molecules using the neutral gas
3) Calculate the neutral gas density n N using the measured pressure and temperature of the gas:
The experiment consists of laser source, valve system, sample pool system, signal detection and process system, which is demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
where P is the pressure of the sample tool, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the sample pool. 
Comparison between experiment and simulation
The collision frequency experiments of electrons versus argon gas, nitrogen gas and potassium atomics is accomplished utilizing the device and model in 3.1.1. The collision frequency computation of electrons versus neutral particles is also achieved with results comparison illustrated from Table 1 to Table 3 . The results comparison indicates the good match between measurement and simulation in electron versus neutral particle collision frequency. The maximum difference is within three times. This proves the collision frequency model of electrons versus neutral particles.
Plasma Total Collision Frequency Experiment with High Temperature Shock
Wave Tube
Experiment device and test program
The experiment device consists of high voltage part, low voltage part, diaphragm, vacuum system, plasma sheath transmission test part, corresponding test systems as demonstrated in Fig. 2 [10] , [11] . The plasma sheath will be generated in the test part of Fig. 2 when the high temperature shock wave tube is activated. The signal energy attenuation and phase change information of electromagnetic wave in plasma sheath could be collected by vector network analyzer. The attenuation coefficient and electron density in electromagnetic wave propagation path could be calculated through energy attenuation and phase difference. The total plasma collision frequency is the function of attenuation coefficient alpha and electron density ne. This program is theoretically based on the fact that when the plane electromagnetic wave propagates in the infinite uniform plasma without magnetic field, the power change of electromagnetic wave is described as:
where  is available through vector network analyzer, it is the function of angular frequency  , plasma characteristic angular frequency p  and plasma collision frequency v, and  is given by: 1  2   22  2  2  2  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 11
where c is the velocity of light propagation, the relationship between plasma characteristic angular 
where λ is the wave length, in the infinite uniform plasma without magnetic field, refraction rate n is: 
where ec n is the total reflection cut-off electron density on the plasma boundary, and it should be expressed as: The result comparison between experiment and simulation under three typical conditions are illustrated in Table 4 . The contents in Table 4 indicate the good match between experiment and simulation, which validates the proposed total collision frequency models.
Comparison between experiment and simulation
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Conclusion
The plasma collision frequency model validation through two experiments indicates that: 1) The collision frequency model of electrons and neutral particles based on the effective collision coefficient is proved to be effective. 2) According to the complexity of electrons, ions and neutral particles composition, the plasma total collision frequency is approximated as the linear combination of collision frequency from electrons versus ions, electrons versus neutral particles. Experiment result validates the proposed model. In conclusion, the collision frequency model proposed in this paper could give accurate result under various composition conditions. Its application in plasma's electromagnetic wave collision absorption simulation has great significance in plasma collision absorption research.
